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Prague, a bus station on a winter night. Radka, together with her little daughter,  
suitcase on wheels and a gym bag, gets off a bus. Down the streets of the same 
city, Ludek is taking his time going home, aware that nobody is waiting for him 
there. For a couple of hours before dawn, what was meant to be a fateful con-
nection with one purpose only might resemble a family. The Night of the Agama 
is about an encounter of people who rely on others’ help, yet they must primarily 
help themselves. 

Tomas is finishing his studies at the directing department  
at FAMU (Prague). He also graduated Media Studies at the  
Faculty of Social Sciences and studied but never finished Film 
Studies at the Faculty of Arts. He publish articles about film 
and used to work as an assistant director of David Jarab in 
his Theatrical work. He was organizing a small film festival for  
several years. Aside from his own projects he work as a script 
analyst for Czech TV and pre-selector for Karlovy Vary IFF. 
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Background Films is a company focused exclusively on excep-
tional author-driven films with co-production potential and the 
expectation of meeting international standards. It debuted with 
Tomasz Mielnik’s JOURNEY TO ROME (2015) in the world festi-
vals. The 2016 Jihlava IFF opened with their feature documentary 
production HELENA’S LAW (Petra Nesvačilová) and screened 
Martin Ryšavý’s BLIND GULLIVER in competition. Among numer-
ous other projects by young Czech directors, the company is 
currently in production of COMMUNISM, a film essay by the 
legendary Czech New Wave director, professor Karel Vachek.

Mikulas Novotny co-founded Background Films in 2011. As  
a producer, he debuted with JOURNEY TO ROME (T. Mielnik, 
CZ/PL) and the documentary RESORT, which both premiered at 
Karlovy Vary IFF in 2015. He graduated from Producing at FAMU 
and Theory of Interactive Media at the Faculty of Arts. Mikulas 
took part in the jury of 51st Karlovy Vary IFF (East of the West 
section). He is an alumni of MFI Script2Film, Midpoint, Interna-
tional Filmmaking Academy and currently taking course in the 
EAVE Producers Workshop. 

CO-PRODUCERS

Podpořeno Státním fondem kinematografie.
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